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Abstract We report on a high power, wavelength-agile,
hybrid fiber-bulk laser, emitting up to 3.5 mJ 15 ns
pulses at 1030 nm at 5 kHz repetition rate. This hybrid
laser is composed of a commercial seed single-frequency
fiber laser, tunable over several GHz, amplified in a dual-
stage single-mode Ytterbium doped fiber amplifier, fol-
lowed by two Yb:YAG solid crystal amplifiers. In or-
der to illustrate the potential of such an architecture for
future differential absorption lidar emitters, this hybrid
source was used to pump an optical parametric amplifier
(OPA) seeded by the idler at 3 µm generated by a fixed
nested cavity optical parametric oscillator (NesCOPO).
The wavelength agility of the pump is transferred to the
OPA signal beam in order to reach a fine tunability in
the 1.5 µm region. This fine tuning was used to measure
the transmission spectrum of an acetylene gas cell.

1 Introduction

Pulsed, kHz repetition rate, nanosecond coherent sources,
emitting energies in the hundreds of microjoules to mil-
lijoules levels are of high interest for remote sensing ap-
plications. In the frame of Differential Absorption LI-
DAR (DIAL) developments for remote quantification of
trace gases, single-frequency sources, with specific tun-
ing capabilities are required. The DIAL measurement
method is based on the comparison of the optical trans-
mission of the atmosphere for at least two consecutive
wavelengths usually designated as λON , chosen in co-
incidence or close to a targeted gas species absorption
line, and λOFF , emitted out of resonance and close to
an absorption minimum. For applications such as atmo-
spheric greenhouse gases concentration measurements,
these wavelengths are generally required to be emitted
in the near or mid-infrared with a sufficiently narrow
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linewidth typically smaller than a few 100 MHz in order
to sample the pressure broadened absorption lines [1, 2].

Another highly sought and hard to achieve key prop-
erty is the capacity to switch rapidly from one wave-
length to another in order to satisfy the assumption
of equivalent backscattering coefficient for the consec-
utive emitted wavelengths used in the DIAL method.
Ultimately the wavelength switching sequence should be
faster than the coherence time of the atmosphere limited
by the turbulence, which ranges in the few milliseconds
[3]. The strategies to reach kHz or higher wavelength
switching rates are essentially constrained by the tech-
nological choices for the laser source and the method
used to interleave the different wavelengths. For DIALs
the most general approaches consist in either using high
energy (> 10 mJ) – low repetition rate (< few 100 Hz)
Q-switched lasers with multiple pulses (corresponding
to ON and OFF DiAL wavelength), or in using lower
energies (< few mJ) – high repetition rate (> 1 kHz)
sources. In the first case, peak powers can exceed hun-
dreds of kilowatts which is very favorable for long range
applications, but the spectral versatility is mostly lim-
ited to a very few number of wavelengths [4–6]. In the
high repetition rate case, a lower peak power can be bal-
anced by more versatility like fast multiple wavelengths
operation [7, 8]. One important motivation for multiple-
wavelengths sources is to get access to multiple molecules
concentrations within the same observation frame, which
can be useful to limit biases on mixing ratio retrievals
[5, 9], or to increase the retrieval sensitivity by probing
the absorption line of interest with a larger number of
samples [10, 11].

For the laser sources, multi-wavelengths schemes are
based on a variety of techniques consisting in either com-
bining single frequency lasers with electro-optic switches
in order to injection seed pulsed laser and OPO cavi-
ties [4, 12, 13], current scanning of a single seeder [7,
14–16], electro-optic modulation and filtering of a sin-
gle seeder [9], or no-seeder cavity mode filtering control-
ling with piezo-electric transducers [17]. These last two
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approaches consequently result in relatively simplified
and robust implementations. Single seeder scanning ap-
proaches also allows reduced alignment and cavity length
control requirements [15, 18].

In this paper we propose to use parametric conver-
sion for pulsed multiple wavelengths generation in the
mid-infrared, with a slightly different approach where
fast tunability is provided by a high energy narrow
linewidth near infrared pump laser. The principle is to
use this tunable laser to pump an OPA stage seeded by
a broadly but slowly tunable pulsed OPO. The fast tun-
ability of the pump laser can then be directly transferred
to the signal or idler wave generated by the OPA and
thus unlock DIAL system functionalities such as adap-
tation of the emitted wavelength sequence to varying
environments or gas concentration ranges and dynamics
[19, 20].

Pump tuned parametric devices have been previously
demonstrated and used for spectrometry application but
essentially in CW or quasi-CW regimes [21–23], less suit-
able for remote sensing. In order to go beyond and be
able to carry out DIAL measurement over 1 km distance,
it is required to have a rapidly tunable high peak-power
pulsed laser with narrow spectral linewidth.

As a pre-requisite for a future DIAL system, we have
specifically developed a pump laser providing tunable
multi-mJ pulses (up to 3.5 mJ) at a high repetition fre-
quency (5 kHz), and with a narrow spectral linewidth.
This pump laser is based on a hybrid Master Oscilla-
tor Power Amplifier (MOPA) architecture, which com-
bines fibered and bulk ytterbium amplifiers. The hy-
brid architecture takes advantage of i) the wavelength
agility of fiber amplifiers, where fast wavelength scan-
ning is supported by an externally modulated seed laser,
ii) the pulse and repetition frequency active shaping
with acousto-optic intensity modulation, and iii) the
high energy storage capability provided by solid state
lasers amplifiers. Taking advantage of the large emission
bandwidth of Ytterbium doped laser materials, the high
power pulsed output could be continuously tuned across
a broad frequency range (up to 230 GHz in the reported
set-up) through seeder modulation at the MOPA input.
Finally, the high output beam quality makes this MOPA
laser source ideal for down conversion pumping applica-
tion in order to reach the 1.5 – 4 µm range. To illustrate
this purpose the hybrid source was used to pump an
OPA seeded with the 3 µm idler beam from a nested cav-
ity optical parametric oscillator. The pump wavelength
tuning was then directly transferred to the signal wave
at the OPA output, which could be used to probe the
absorption spectrum of an acetylene gas cell.

2 Hybrid MOPA fiber/bulk laser

A hybrid fiber/bulk architecture, in MOPA (Master Os-
cillator Power Amplifier) configuration, based on

ytterbium-doped materials has been developed (Fig. 1).
As in [24, 25], the driving idea is to take benefit from the
advantages of both fiber and bulk architectures. Single-
mode fiber amplifiers are particularly interesting because
they offer the possibility of high gain, high compactness
and robustness. Nevertheless, fiber amplifiers are largely
limited by Stimulated Brillouin Scaterring (SBS) with
high peak powers pulses and narrow emission linewidth
(< 50 MHz). Thus, amplification in single-mode optical
fibers has been maximized until the onset of this non-
linear effect. The last amplification stages were based
on Yb:YAG crystals, as this material has a much higher
Brillouin threshold mainly due to the larger beam sizes,
the shorter propagation length and the lower Brillouin
gain coefficient.

In this system, the seed source is a commercial fiber
laser (Koheras BASIK Y10) at 1.03 µm delivering a con-
tinuous wave (CW) power of 10 mW. Its fast tunability
can reach 10 GHz with 3 dB cut-off at 200 Hz, and its
slow one can reach 0.70 nm (200 GHz). The linewidth
of this laser has been verified with a Fabry-Perot cavity
with a finesse of 140 and FSR = 2 GHz, so∆λ < 14 MHz.
An optical isolator is placed for safety directly at the out-
put of this laser. A double pass configuration is used for
the first fiber amplifier. After passing through a circu-
lator, the signal is first amplified in CW in a 6 µm core
diameter, 1.3 m long single mode Yb-doped fiber. The
pump diodes used are single mode, fiber Bragg grating
stabilized, laser diodes delivering up to 700 mW at 976
nm.

Photodiode

SM YDF

SM YDF
WDM

WDM

70 %30 %

976 nm
Pump diode

976 nm
Pump diode

1030 nm
Seed laser

AOM
15 ns, 5 kHz

AOM

Output

M

2nd stage

1st stage

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of the fiber amplifier. AOM,
acousto-optic modulator; WDM, wavelength division multi-
plexer; YDF, Yb-doped fiber; M, Mirror.
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At the output of the first amplifying fiber, an acousto-
optic modulator (AOM) is placed to generate pulses and
a mirror is used to get a second pass. The opening time
of the AOM, in double pass configuration, is defined by
the round-trip time of the photons between the first and
the second pass through the AOM, i.e. tAR = 2d/nc+ τ ,
with τ the desired pulse duration, d the propagation dis-
tance, n the refractive index of the fiber and c the light
velocity.

With the duty cycle, the average signal power after
the AOM is strongly reduced by about 47 dB, including
transmission losses. An average power in the µW range
returns to the fiber amplifier at the input of the second
pass. The signal is extracted by the circulator after two
passes in the active fiber. The average input power being
much lower at the second pass than at the first pass,
the return of the pulse signal back into the fiber does
not change the inversion of population along the fiber.
Thus, the gain in the fiber is established by the first
pass and is reused by the second pass. Figure 2 shows
the output pulse energy and peak power versus the seed
power in CW. The energy at the output of the double
pass increases when the seed power is reduced, which
might seem counterintuitive at first sight. This is due to
the lower gain saturation in the first pass where the seed
is CW, leading to a higher pulse energy at the overall
two-pass amplifier output.
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Fig. 2 Amplified laser pulse energy (left axis) and peak
power (right axis) versus incident pump power.

With this configuration, energies of 20 nJ have been
obtained, i.e. a peak power of 1.3 W. The second fiber
amplifier is expected to be limited by SBS. For a fiber,
the power threshold for SBS can be written as [26–28]:

Pth = 21
Aeff

gbLeff
(1)

where Aeff is the effective fiber area, gb the Brillouin
gain and Leff the effective fiber length. This effective
length depends on the gain or losses in the fiber. For a
gain G much larger than 1 in an amplifying fiber, the

relation (1) can be rewritten [29]:

Pth = 21
Aeff ln (G)

gbL
(2)

Although this result is approximate because it as-
sumes a constant gain along the fiber, it shows that a
higher SBS threshold can be obtained with a high gain
short fiber. The output peak power can thus be maxi-
mized by searching for the optimum fiber length. If too
long, the low linear gain close to the fiber output will
result in a lower SBS threshold. However, if the fiber is
too short, the overall gain might be too small to reach
the SBS limit. To search for the optimum fiber length
experimentally, we monitored the back scattered SBS
pulse using a fiber coupler.
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Fig. 3 For different lengths of doped fiber. (a) Brillouin
power measured at the oscilloscope as a function of pump
power. (b) Signal energy as a function of pump power.

Figure 3 shows the evolution of the output signal
energy (Fig. 3b) and the power backscattered by the
SBS and amplified in the fiber (Fig. 3a) as a function
of the pump power. The results are presented for four
different fiber lengths and allow to adjust experimentally
the optimal length. The length of the fibers differed by
only 12 cm between the maximum and minimum length.
With the 1.06 m fiber (blue squares), the signal and SBS
power increase very rapidly, up to pumping powers of 300
mW (limited at this level for component safety). The
output energy is then of 3.2 µJ. By shortening the fiber
by 10 cm (black rounds), the saturation of the pump
absorption results in a saturation of the output power
versus the pump power. It indicates that the linear gain
is still high at the output, which results in a higher SBS
threshold. It is then possible to obtain an output energy
of 5 µJ corresponding to a peak power of over 330 W.
This study shows the importance of taking into account
the SBS to evaluate the optimum fiber length for the
amplifier.

To reach higher energies of the order of mJ, two
Yb:YAG based amplification stages were placed at the
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output of these fiber stages. The crystals used have a
doping of 1.5% and dimensions of 2 × 8 × 17 mm3.
Similar double-pass amplifier architectures have already
been described in previous work [30–33].The first stage
is optimized to maximize the gain whereas the second
stage is designed to extract high output energies.
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Fig. 4 (a) Signal energy at the output of the first amplifica-
tion stage and beam profile. (b) Signal energy at the output
of the second amplifier stage.

Figures 4a) and b) show the evolution of the output
energy of the first and second amplifiers versus the pump
power for different seed power levels. An output energy
per pulse of 3 mJ at 5 kHz was measured without signif-
icant degradation of the beam profile, with an M2 < 1.2
(Fig. 5a). The anti-reflective coating of the crystal of
the second amplifier was damaged at an output energy
higher than 3.7 mJ for a signal beam waist of 200 µm.
The Fig. 5b) shows the temporal profile of the 15 ns
pulse at the laser output. We observe a slight modula-
tion in the pulse (at around 500 MHz) due to parasitic
reflections into the first stage of fiber amplification. The
temporal profile has a flat top shape because pulses are
generated with temporal gate from the AOM into the
CW laser seed (see Fig. 1).

Finally, spectrum measurement have been made with
an Optical Spectrum Analyser (OSA). Nevertheless, the
resolution of this detector was insufficient (2 GHz). A
second measurement of the spectrum with a Fabry-Perot
cavity (finesse of 140 and FSR = 2 GHz), showed that

a lateral line was present. This indicates that the lateral
line due to the modulation at 500 MHz is very weak
(Fig.5b).
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Fig. 5 (a) Measurement of the caustic and the spatial pro-
file of the signal beam at full power at the output of the
double pass amplification. (b) Time measurement recorded
for a laser output power of 3W.

3 Parametric conversion towards near and
mid-infrared and potential for future DIAL
emitters

To show the potential of this laser for frequency conver-
sion to the near or mid-infrared by a non-linear stage,
we used this hybrid laser as a pump for an OPA stage.

The OPA is seeded by a Nested Cavity OPO
(NesCOPO) pumped by a wavelength-controllable, com-
mercial fiber laser emitting at 1.064 µm [34, 35]. The
pump pulses have a duration of 320 ns at a repetition
rate of 5 kHz, with a maximum energy of 30 µJ. The
NesCOPO crystal is a 4 mm long periodically-poled Li-
thium Niobate (PPLN) crystal. Several gratings are in-
scribed on the crystal, allowing to produce radiation in
the 3.2 – 3.7 µm range. For the following tests, the idler
emission of the OPO was set in the 3.2 µm range. The
maximum measured energy for the single frequency idler
wave is 0.7 µJ at 3.2 µm.
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The wavelength of the NesCOPO is measured using
a wavemeter, and a control loop is implemented to lock
its emitted frequency.

The overall experiment is shown in Fig. 6. The idler
wave is injected into a sequence of 3 PPLN crystals of 34,
25 and 13 mm length respectively, pumped by the hy-
brid laser described above. The 2 mm thickness of these
crystals limits the maximum incident pump energy to 1
mJ, to avoid damages on the crystal facets. Such limi-
tation could be loosened by the use of higher aperture
PPLN crystals, which are now commercially available.
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Fig. 6 Overall parametric frequency conversion set-up. DM,
dichroic mirror; M, mirror.

With a maximum pump energy of 1 mJ and a waist
of 350 µm for each beam, a maximum energy of 150 µJ
was measured for the signal (λs OPA) at the output of
the OPA. Further improvement of the OPA set-up, with
longer crystals, an idler filtering between the crystals
and with a better temporal overlap of the pump and idler
waves, could lead to an even higher conversion efficiency.

Given that the OPO idler beam seeds the OPA at
a fixed and stabilized wavelength, the signal wavelength
of the OPA (λs OPA) can be tuned by tuning the pump
laser wavelength. This is shown on Fig. 7 for two differ-
ent modes of operation of the hybrid pump laser. In a
first slow mode (Fig. 7a), the temperature of the 1030
nm fiber seed laser is adjusted to cover a 0.7 nm range
(200 GHz) to tune the λs OPA over around 1.7 nm. In
a faster and finer wavelength tuning mode (Fig. 7b), the
hybrid pump laser wavelength seeder is adjusted by play-
ing on the voltage through a piezoelectric transducer.
Thus, it can generate rapid tuning scan over 10 GHz,
which could be of high interest for DIAL, allowing to
generate λON/λOFF wavelengths sequences, with arbi-
trary positions over an absorption line.

Such a prospect is illustrated by scanning the ab-
sorption lines of an acetylene cell. The signal wave gen-
erated in these OPA stages is partially coupled in a 50/50
fibered beam splitter. One part is directly connected to a
photodiode, the other part passes through the acetylene-
filled cell and is coupled to another photodiode, allowing

to measure the cell transmission. The cell is 3 cm long
and filled with 100% acetylene at a pressure of 200 Torr.
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Fig. 7 Wavelength of the signal wave (recorded with a
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The left figure (a) corresponds to a coarse, slow tempera-
ture tuning of the hybrid laser seeder. The right figure (b)
is obtained for a fast tuning of the hybrid laser seeder (1Hz
frequency tuning speed, limited by the wavemeter acquisition
time).

The points in Fig. 8 are experimental data and the
line is a theoretical curve calculated using HITRAN
database [36]. For each point, we observe a signal fluctu-
ation of 3 to 5% represented by the vertical error bars.
The wavelength error is mostly dominated by the res-
olution of the 200 MHz lambdameter and those of the
pump wavelength, i.e. an error of 0.02 nm.

In the future, using the NesCOPO signal instead of
the idler, and combining the coarse wavelength tuning
of the NesCOPO over several hundreds of nm, with the
fine and easy tuning of the hybrid pump laser, could thus
allow scanning of absorption lines in the 3.2 – 3.7 µm
region, where most molecules of interest display strong
absorption lines. Such OPA scheme could also be envi-
sioned using other seed devices than a NesCOPO, as a
single frequency laser diode, which would reduce the tun-
ability, but further simplify the set-up. Since this OPO
is single frequency [34], it could be interesting to mea-
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sure the signal linewidth by beating it with a narrow
linewidth laser diode. Then, the idler linewidth would
be deduced from the pump and signal linewidths, know-
ing the difficulty to find a single frequency laser diode in
this spectral range.
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Fig. 8 Absorption measurement of acetylene as function of
the emitted OPA signal wavelength, tuned by tuning the fre-
quency of the hybrid pump laser. Points represent experimen-
tal data and the line is a calculation from HITRAN database
[36].

4 Conclusion

We reported on a high power, 5 kHz, 1030 nm, wave-
length agile hybrid fiber-bulk laser, emitting up to 3 mJ
of pulse energy in the nanosecond regime. This hybrid
laser is based on a commercial seed fiber laser, whose
wavelength is tunable over several GHz, amplified in
a dual-stages Ytterbium doped single-mode fiber am-
plifier, followed by two Yb:YAG bulk amplifiers. In or-
der to demonstrate the potential of such an architecture
for future differential absorption LIDAR emitters, this
hybrid source was used to amplify a single frequency,
nested cavity, optical parametric oscillator, emitting a
fixed wavelength in the 3 µm region, within an OPA
set-up. Wavelength tuning of the hybrid pump allowed
to tune the emission of the OPA generated signal wave,
showing interesting potential for DIAL emitters.

Such a pump laser tuning scheme could also be en-
visioned using other seed devices, as a laser diode, in
order to further simplify the set-up. This pump could
also be used for direct pumping of innovative OPO ar-
chitectures, such as backward OPO, which also allows
no-seeder narrow linewidth emission in the pulsed regime
and could benefit from pump tuning.
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